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8. CONCLUSION 

 
No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all-wise.  

Indeed, it has been said that democracy is the worst  

form of government - except all those other forms  

that have been tried from time to time. 

-Winston Churchill  
 

 

Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose.
1
 

– French proverb 
 
 
Fifteen years of building democracy in Bosnia-Herzegovina and eleven years of the same 
effort in Kosovo have yielded unsatisfying results. In both countries, the physical peace 
has been maintained since the international interventions and agreements that concluded 
the conflicts. However, this peace has been of an uneasy, negative quality, signaling a 
mere absence of violence with conflict having moved from the battlefields into the 
political arena. In Bosnia-Herzegovina, the divisive nationalist ideologies that gave birth 
to war in the early 1990s continue to rule in the political domain, and the power sharing 
political system instituted at Dayton prevents the country’s functioning. Kosovo, an 
internationally administered territory of unclear status at the beginning of this research 
has during its scope proclaimed independence and seems to be on the way towards 
achieving full international recognition.2 At the same time, in both countries international 
administrations continue their presence, warranting it by assessing the local political 
elites as immature and as of yet incapable of taking full control over governance 
institutions.  

 The initial appearance suggests that political party assistance, conducted in the 
wider framework of democracy promotion, had no effect on political elites or 
democratization processes of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo. However, following 
Winston Churchill’s words, it is high time to accept and recognize democracy’s failings 
and imperfections. Expecting fully-fledged, sovereign, functional and consolidated 
democratic rule in two countries that experienced violent conflict less than two decades 
ago would be supremely naïve. Furthermore, one needs to bear in mind the constraining 
domestic context, imbued with both post-communist and post-conflict legacies, in which 
political parties developed. Political party assistance organizations provided aid to parties 
                                                             
1 [The more things change, the more they stay the same.] 
2 Serbia continues to lobby against Kosovo’s inclusion into international intergovernmental bodies, but the number 
of countries recognizing Kosovo is slowly but steadily increasing. The International Court of Justice issued an 
advisory opinion on Kosovo’s declaration of independence in 2010, following Serbia’s request, declaring that 
Kosovo did not violate general international law because international law contains no prohibition on declarations of 
independence. For more information, see the summary of the Advisory Opinion, issued on 22 July 2010, at: 
http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/files/141/16010.pdf (Accessed: January 28, 2012). 
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that were born after or already existed during the conflict: this meant having to deal with 
transforming a guerilla army into political organization, supporting moderate parties that 
faced ultra-nationalist and highly popular opponents and in general navigating in a rather 
volatile and undemocratic political arena. The continuing nationalism in BiH politics, as 
well as the lack of change in perception of Kosovo as state in which organized crime is a 
form of institutionalized political arrangement leads to the conclusion that flurry of 
international funds and assistance programs did little to transform politics or local elites 
in these two countries. In other words, the more things change, the more they seem to 
stay the same. But is that truly the case? In BiH, the original nationalist party in the RS 
entity has been ousted from power, and with the help of international party assistance 
organizations replaced with a (initially) moderate party. That SNSD, or its leader, 
resorted to nationalist rhetoric and inflammatory demagogy and is now one of the most 
worrying and destabilizing elements in the country is something party aid organizations 
did not anticipate. In Kosovo, international party aid organizations began from an almost 
clean slate, building parties from scratch. As a result, Kosovo now has political parties 
and a party system which, though still unstable and evolving, is a remarkable 
accomplishment in one decade’s time. At the same time, the institutionalization of 
corruption and patronage within this new political system is worrisome and reflects 
poorly on international efforts of building democracy there. 

 Building on these mixed results, this chapter revisits the major findings of research 
into effects of party assistance in Bosnia-Herzegovina (1996 – 2008) and Kosovo (1999 – 
2008). The first part recaps in what way assistance impacted parties in BiH and Kosovo. 
The next section looks at assistance within the post-conflict, internationally administered 
context in which it was provided. The final part hypothesizes on the value and potential 
of party assistance in post-conflict democratizations, drawing the lessons from BiH and 
Kosovo case studies.  

 

8.1 The Influence of Party Assistance on Political Parties in BiH and Kosovo 

Regardless of different methodologies used in this research, all arrived at the same 
conclusion: party aid was helpful towards parties in building their internal organization 
and improving their campaigning capacities as well as in fostering international linkages 
with ideologically like-minded parties. Interviews with as well as questionnaires from 
party officials from six parties (SDP, SNSD, HDZ, SDA, NSRzB and LDS) all revealed 
appreciation of cooperation, even though the overall attitude of those interlocutors was 
one of mostly mild interest. German KAS received especially positive reception by its 
partner parties HDZ and SDA, which were barred from receiving assistance from US 
party institutes on account of their nationalist politics and involvement in the conflict in 
BiH. Looking at these parties’ starting points in 1996, and their politics and leaders’ 
attitudes in 2008, one can deduce that parties did become more moderate over time. One 
cause behind this is the breaking away of radical factions, case exemplified by HDZ1990 
leaving HDZ in 2006. Another cause lies in the radicalization in rhetoric and nationalist 
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demagogy by the parties formerly considered moderate, i.e. SBiH and SNSD. With 
former moderates winning the extremist nationalist rhetoric competition, the framework 
of reference simply shifted. The third reason for their moderation can be found in the 
years spent in governing coalitions under the international administration tight control, 
which meant getting accustomed to consensus politics. The final factor that played a role 
in HDZ and SDA becoming more moderate, as evidenced by the interviews with these 
parties’ officials, lies in their cooperation with KAS. Through the contacts it provided 
them with on the European political scene, the parties underwent the larger process of 
Europeanization in their ascendance to membership status in European People’s Party 
family. One deduction from this finding could be that in order to reform radical or 
undemocratic political parties, integration or cooperation works better than segregation, 
i.e. refusal of assistance. Finally, participant observation coupled with interviews pointed 
to some omissions in party assistance. The most significant one is the consequence of  
misunderstanding the local political scene or overestimating their influence or leverage 
over partner parties, or their leaders. By investing all their support in SNSD-Milorad 
Dodik, American party institutes and their funders from Washington D.C. received a rude 
wakeup call when this former ally and partner turned into an adversary who was 
championing divisive politics in the country, rather than building bridges towards reform 
and reconciliation in the post-conflict, ethnically divided country. The BiH case study 
also exposed the limitation of party assistance in engaging with the content of politics. 
While focusing on the form, or institutional building of political parties, party aid 
organizations did not succeed in altering the underlying nationalist tone of their politics 
nor did they influence parties’ policy making capacity or willingness to take on reform 
and bread-and-butter issues in lieu of antagonistic ethnic bickering.  

 The political parties interviewed in Kosovo (PDK, LDK, AAK, AKR, LDD, 
ORA) provided an overall more positive evaluation of party assistance than their 
counterparts in BiH. Supported by quantitative results of the survey questionnaire, it is 
believed party aid was evaluated more positively in Kosovo due to two reasons. The first 
lies in the fact that the starting point of party assistance in Kosovo was more rudimentary 
than that in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Namely, parties had to be built almost from scratch, and 
party assistance organizations proved particularly useful and valuable in such an 
unsophisticated democratic context. The second reason behind better reception of party 
aid in Kosovo lies in the higher appreciation of the source of that assistance. In other 
words, the fact that it was American and Western European governments that launched 
NATO’s Operation Allied Force that effectively ended Serbia’s rule over the province 
meant that (party aid) organizations affiliated with those foreign governments were 
welcomed with open arms in Kosovo, and cooperation with them was seen as question of 
prestige and honor. In Bosnia-Herzegovina, on the other hand, the international 
community was welcomed with a mixed response and party aid organizations operating 
there did not have the added benefit of being warmly received on the mere account of 
their being American or German. At the same time, while party aid organizations 
undoubtedly played an important role in assisting the development of Albanian majority 
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parties in Kosovo, their record of accomplishment in empowering Serbian minority 
parties is less clear. As in 1999, Serb parties in Kosovo continue to be fragmented and 
divided, largely boycotting the elections organized on Kosovo’s territory, with the 
majority of them unable to come to terms with the territory’s proclaimed independence in 
2008. These parties, and the electorate they supposedly represent, remain stuck in a limbo 
of utter uncertainty of both present and the future. A party strong enough to unite 
diverging ideas on Kosovo’s status and one firmly linked to the Serbian minority 
electorate is yet to emerge, and NDI’s assistance to different Serbian parties over time 
has resulted mostly in frustration on the side of the aid providers.  

 In both case studies, a deeper analysis of the main recipients of party aid revealed 
that the key variable in the final impact of that assistance lay with those parties’ leaders’ 
openness to assistance and reform. PDK and SNSD were incentivized to reform owing to 
the fact they were both new parties whose support levels were outstripped by those of the 
ruling LDK and SDS. Party assistance organizations provided the trainings, expertise and 
advice on building their party organizations from within, increasing membership base and 
running more effective election campaigns. LDK and SDP, on the other hand, both ‘old 
guard’ parties with existing infrastructure and management ways proved impervious to 
assistance and reform, and both parties were over time surpassed by PDK and SNSD in 
electoral support. The lesson to take home here is that party assistance organizations 
should try and assess early on which parties and leaders were open to their assistance, as 
this has shown to greatly increase those parties’ absorption of aid and its potential for 
impact. 

 Lastly, in both cases, party assistance organizations throughout their time of 
engagement continued to paint the picture of local political arena as problematic. In 
Kosovo’s case, this was likely done to ensure the continued flow of funds to the party 
assistance programs. In this country namely, unlike in majority of others receiving aid, 
the amount of funds increased rather than decreased over time.3 In BiH, on the other 
hand, NDI’s program was nearly extinguished following the cessation of cooperation 
with its former biggest partner SNSD. However, the rationale of persisting detrimental 
post-conflict and post-communist legacies, coupled with dysfunctional and divisive 
politics born in the Dayton-set BiH political system, was used as justification for renewal 
of NDI’s activities in 2010, prior to that year’s general elections.4 Bearing in mind this 
constraining domestic context in which party aid was provided and its overall perceived 
debilitating influence on democracy assistance, the next section explores the implications 
of supporting political party development in post-conflict countries under international 
administration. 

 

                                                             
3 Proclamation of independence served as a renewed starting point of international intervention. In 2008, the funds 
allocated for democracy assistance programs doubled from the previous year. 
4 National Democratic Institute, “Bosnia-Herzegovina Democracy Assessment Report,” September 2009: 1-17. The 
same report makes no reference to or analyzes the role that NDI played in the country throughout its twelve years 
long party assistance effort with local political elites.  
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8.2 Party Assistance in Post-Conflict, Internationally-Administered Context 

Throughout this dissertation, evidence was presented on the deep legacy of conflict on 
the formation, development and functioning of political parties in BiH and Kosovo. 
Research suggests that ethnically diverse societies have a more difficult time 
democratizing, than homogenous ones.5 In the case of main BiH parties, and Serb parties 
in Kosovo, the question that dominated party discourse and electoral competition 
throughout the timeframe under research was, “Which party can best represent our ethnic 
group’s interests?” In BiH parties formed predominantly alongside ethnic cleavages and 
this made nationalism an inevitable part of political competition in the country. In 
Kosovo Serb and Albanian parties stayed firmly apart and there was no successful ‘mixed 
ethnicities’ party, and within each of the group there was further fragmentation. Albanian 
parties in Kosovo, furthermore, formed alongside clan cleavages. This made party 
competition, especially in the period immediately following the conclusion of hostilities 
with Serbia, particularly volatile. The assassinations against political opponents lasted for 
several years, until the international forces were able to get a better grip over the security 
situation in Kosovo. In this context of set ethnic/clan cleavages, party assistance efforts to 
align parties with dominant political ideologies (such as social democracy, liberalism, 
centre-right or conservative principles) seemed to have been destined to failure from their 
onset. However, most if not all parties covered by this research have aligned themselves 
with one or another European party family, and have begun identifying themselves and 
thinking about themselves as left, centre or right-leaning parties. This to a large extent 
can be credited to the work of party assistance organizations. While they did not succeed 
in one of their goals of moderating the political sphere, they nevertheless did introduce 
predominant ideologies and pushed parties to identify themselves alongside these criteria. 
It is too early to tell whether these developments are a true sign of countries’ party 
systems’ alignment on the left-right political spectrum. Time will show whether it is 
possible for nationalist, or ethnic/clan-based parties to transform into genuine social-
democratic, liberal or conservative parties, or whether instead of one identity replacing 
the other, the two can exist side by side.  

 Adding to the explosive ethnic mix other factors that seem to be an inevitable 
occurrence during conflicts – an increase in organized crime and the strengthened power 
of religious groups in the society – this further cemented the unfavorable environment for 
development of democracy in BiH and Kosovo. Coupled with abundance of international 
funds for post-conflict reconstruction, injected into BiH and Kosovo in an atmosphere of 
near-absolute lack of rule law meant that organized crime groups, which were in some 
cases symbiotically linked to different political parties, were able to flourish. Party 
assistance organizations were ill equipped to deal with these problems. Whether out of 
oversight or due to genuine ignorance, the standard party aid toolbox employed in BiH 
and Kosovo did not address the issues of corruption, or parties’ close links with religious 

                                                             
5 Donald L. Horowitz, Ethnic Groups in Conflict (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985); Donald L.  
Horowitz , “Democracy in Divided Societies,” Journal  of  Democracy  4 (October 1993): 18 – 38; Samuel P. 
Huntingon, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order (Simon & Schuster, 1996).   
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groups. Strengthening and empowering parties that were involved with (organized) 
criminal activities, or as in the case of Kosovo parties suspected of being criminal 
organizations – posed a big problem for democratization of the two countries in this 
research. The fact that party aid organizations did not scrutinize their partners more 
strictly, or ponder the effects of their aid to parties whose leaders were suspected of 
criminal activities has not only diminished party aid’s impact on democratization 
processes, but may in turn have created adverse effect on it. 

 Another constraining contextual element was the historical legacy of communism, 
which party aid organizations’ staff complained was hampering their work. This aspect 
seemed to influence most visibly the internal organization of parties, and the high level of 
personalization or leader-dependence that most parties exhibited throughout the period 
under analysis. Post-communist politics in BiH meant that the newly founded nationalist 
parties in the 1990s all had ‘democratic’ in their name, but their leaders were former 
communist party apparatchiks who changed little in their management and organization 
ways. This in turn was revealed as a big obstacle to party aid efforts to strengthen the 
position of youth and women organizations within parties or institute internal party 
leadership elections. However, while internal party democracy and strengthening thereof 
was a part of official NDI’s working plans, interviews revealed that in practice, party aid 
organizations accepted that their partners were leader-based and their parties internally 
autocratic. Moreover, interviewees from several party aid organizations explained that 
too much internal party democracy can prevent a party from functioning, and that 
political parties in established democracies often functioned in less-than-fully-democratic 
ways.  

 Working in countries that were placed under international administration meant 
that party aid organizations operated in highly unusual conditions. Supporting the 
development of political parties and strengthening their governance capacity in national 
legislatures, only to have them govern side by side to their more powerful, undemocratic 
counterparts in international administration institutions, meant that party aid 
organizations were a constituent part in what David Chandler called, ‘faking 
democracy.’6 However, while this frustrated most party aid organizations’ staff members 
interviewed in this research, the example of Kosovo shows how they could turn this 
situation to their advantage. The international administration context overall implied a 
higher degree of capacity and freedom for party aid organizations, and in Kosovo party 
aid organizations took an active part in discussions and decisions of international 
administrations on the electoral law formulation, party financing legislation, etc. Why a 
similar approach was not attempted in BiH remains a mystery. 

 The positive side of working in internationally administered countries meant that 
party assistance organizations became a part of overall international engagement in 
assisting moderate parties at the expense of nationalist ones. The example of SNSD party 
in BiH shows that parallel engagement yields results: party assistance organizations 

                                                             
6 Chandler, David (1999) Bosnia: Faking Democracy After Dayton (London: Pluto Press). 
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offered extensive aid to SNSD, while international administration and High 
Representative used Bonn powers to dismiss and remove nationalist politicians from 
power. Had it not been for this active undermining of SDS in Republika Srpska, coupled 
with use of NATO forces for bringing Dodik’s predecessor Biljana Plavšić to power, 
party aid organizations would not have been able to assist Dodik into SNSD’s eventual 
overwhelming victory in 2006 general elections. However, this benefit of working in 
heavily internationalized context had its downside, too: party assistance organizations 
and their effort at times got sidetracked by the actions of the international community. A 
case in point is the launching of constitutional reform talks in 2006, few months prior to 
the elections in BiH. While party assistance organizations argued against this out of 
conviction that raising this explosive issue in election year would derail their effort of 
supporting moderate parties, the international officials (mostly US ones) nevertheless 
proceeded with the reform talks, which in the end failed and radicalized the election 
campaigns of several parties.  

 Finally, operating within the international administration context also meant that 
party aid organizations were susceptible to committing the same mistakes as international 
organizations, or at least acting as their accessory in crime. In charge of ‘high politics’, or 
the running of BiH and Kosovo, instituting legislation and overseeing post-conflict 
reconstruction process, international administrations professed a very high faith in 
elections as means of democratization in the two countries. One of the criticisms against 
political parties presented by Carothers in his ‘standard lament’ was that they only 
focused on elections and did nothing in the period between them.7 Party aid 
organizations, especially American ones, as was mentioned before, got caught up in the 
electoralism fever promoted by the international administrations. By doing so, they may 
have in fact emphasized parties’ focus on elections rather than their actual work and 
policies implementation in between elections. 

 

 

8.3 The Role of Party Assistance in Post-Conflict Democratization 

The findings on party assistance in BiH and Kosovo confirm the general wisdom on party 
assistance.8 The mythical or idealized party model/template that is being promoted, 
coupled with the standard toolbox of approaches and methods seemed poorly suited to 
addressing the key challenges facing democratization in Bosnia-Herzegovina and 
Kosovo: deeply seated nationalism and corruption, both of which were exacerbated by 
the countries’ conflicts and communist history. In Kosovo’s case, the aid had a definite 
effect, as its starting point was unusually low, i.e. parties were developing almost from 
scratch and assistance had more basic ground to cover. However, failing to penetrate the 
underlying political culture in BiH and Kosovo, party aid effects in both cases remained 

                                                             
7 Thomas Carothers, Confronting the Weakest Link: Aiding Political Parties in New Democracies, 3-9. 
8 See  Literature Review chapter. 
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on the surface level, evidenced only by parties’ increased professionalization in running 
election campaigns.  

 Carothers argues that one of the reason party aid fails to achieve transformative 
effects is because parties are hard organizations to help. This research has identified, 
however, that in certain contexts – such as the post-conflict, internationally administered 
cases studied here – party aid organizations could have seized upon the opportunity and 
used the international administrations to influence the formation of the political 
system/the design of electoral law in which their partner parties were to compete. 
Furthermore, better planning and more specialized knowledge of the political context 
could have aided party assistance organizations in maximizing on the golden hour effect, 
when they operated in heavily internationalized environments while receiving generous 
funding from their donors. Also, Kosovo’s unique acceptance of all things Western 
thanks to its history of NATO intervention in practice meant that party aid organizations 
operated in a favorable context which they, conceivably, could have used more strongly 
to push their partner parties for wider reforms.  

 Did party aid play a role in the socialization of political elites in BiH and Kosovo? 
While the literature suggests socialization effects of party aid are merely tentative, this 
research – especially in the case of German foundations and their assistance to HDZ and 
SDA parties in Bosnia-Herzegovina – concludes that Europeanization of these political 
parties did play a role in the de-radicalization of their attitudes and positions. 
Furthermore, the work of all party aid organizations, in cooperation with OSCE (in case 
of Kosovo) contributed to the emergence of the norm that parties should be affiliated with 
dominant political ideologies. While this identification is still in the superficial phase, 
with ethnic group and/or clan-belonging still playing the dominant role in party 
identification, the parties have over the course of this research began identifying 
themselves with main European party ideologies.  

 Another finding of both participant observation and analysis of working plans was 
that the very endeavor of democracy promotion is set in such a way that does not 
encourage or that cannot afford doubts and self-reflection in the practitioners’ 
community. Donors demand accountability and strong indicators of success, but party 
assistance is seldom able to provide them with satisfactory statistics or evidence of 
impact. Often, US party assistance fell prey to programming that made it easy to measure 
the number of people that attended certain trainings. What they took away from those 
trainings, if anything, could not be determined. That party assistance, like much of 
development aid and democracy promotion, is a self-serving activity could be evidenced 
in two areas: the organizations’ overhead expenses and absence of follow up to activities 
they were organizing. With funding for different party aid organizations kept secret, it 
was impossible to determine the exact level of overhead expenses. What one interview 
revealed, however, was that from each agreement/grant given by USAID to NDI, 
approximately 25% is automatically ‘reserved’ for NDI’s Washington D.C. office.9 The 

                                                             
9 Author interview with NDI staff member, over Skype: November 17, 2010.  
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remaining 75% of the grant is spent on the activities in country offices, however even 
from this sum, it can be anticipated that large amount goes towards paying (international) 
staff salaries. Regarding the absence of follow up, participant observation revealed that 
many of the party assistance events boiled down to coming together of local party 
members’ and international consultants or trainers, for talk and discussion, without any 
effort made to discern or develop a bigger purpose for that training to play in party’s 
development. With this being the rule of party aid, it is not surprising that party aid 
recipients were not able to identify cause-and-effect examples of a training leading to a 
change/reform within their parties, neither in face-to-face interviews nor in the 
anonymous survey questionnaire. These kind of events without follow up left the general 
feeling that they were being organized because there was money to do it, pointing to 
party aid’s self-serving character. Also, the internal organizational culture of independent 
evaluation and acknowledging of one’s mistakes should be fostered in party aid and 
democracy promotion in general. With the current ‘beautified’ two-weeks-in-the-field 
assessments performed by the ‘beltway bandits’ (private consulting companies), party aid 
organizations are not learning any lessons from their work in the field. 

 Having presented its shortcomings, is becomes clear that party assistance is the 
microcosm illustration of problems inherent in the promotion of liberal peace. The liberal 
peace critique warns against cookie cutter approaches, it rejects overemphasis of 
elections in the process of democratization and takes issue with the liberal democratic 
system that is promoted, doubting the ability of institutional modeling to impact cultural 
and societal change. Liberal peace critique also criticizes the hijacking of domestic issues 
and legitimacy by importing the Western agenda and imposing it on the local political 
elites, thus increasing the chasm between these local political leaders and their 
disillusioned and alienated voters. Finally, this body of literature explains that hybrid 
outcomes that are stuck somewhere in the space between the original (undemocratic) 
starting points of these societies and end goal of promotion programs, i.e. consolidated 
liberal democracy, are an inevitable result of faulty assumptions inherent in this exercise. 
Party assistance, to recap, has demonstrated that the standard method implemented in 
BiH and Kosovo failed to reflect on their unique post-conflict and internationally-
administered context and was therefore unable to affect substantial change on parties or 
the political system in which they functioned. Party aid organizations focused on 
elections organized repeatedly by international administrations, thus getting carried away 
with the short-term and largely cosmetic reforms in parties’ functioning, at the expense of 
deeper ones that bear relevance in the long term (e.g. influencing the content of parties’ 
politics and messages). Party aid has also shown how institutional or technical aid is 
‘easy’, while changing political culture or affecting substantial change is ‘tough’, and its 
instruments were revealed as inept for the latter task. As both BiH and Kosovo can be 
seen as ‘kleptocracies’, or institutionalized (ethnic) oligarchies with high levels of 
corruption and/or links to organized crime, it is a valid question whether party aid 
assisted democratization in these two countries, or instead – criminal capture of these 
state through legitimate electoral competition means? 
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 What lesson, therefore, can be drawn from analysis of party assistance in post-
conflict, internationally administered BiH and Kosovo? Perhaps more than anywhere 
else, ‘sequencing debate’ in democracy promotion should be revisited.10 BiH and Kosovo 
case have taught us that assisting parties in the aftermath of war – even if you do not 
directly assist the nationalists or ‘bad guys’ – can lead to undesired, unintended 
consequences. The example of SNSD-Milorad Dodik party has shown how despite of aid 
this party received, this party and its leader’s radicalization over time was not surprising 
when the following consideration is taken into account: the political competition in BiH 
takes place in the setting of flawed, temporary peace agreement that signals an unfinished 
process of state formation. As literature suggests and this research supports, promoting 
democracy in non-states is a counter-intuitive effort and one that not only does not yield 
desired results, but risks provoking the exact opposite. Therefore, bearing in mind the 
sequencing debate, perhaps the lesson to take home here is that rule of law and strong 
controls over the political arena in the form of vibrant civil society and independent 
media should be a prerequisite to allowing or introducing political competition into the 
post-conflict picture.  Following this line of argument, even if international community 
insists on elections and local politics shortly after the conclusion of conflict, then perhaps 
party assistance organizations would be wiser to abstain from provision of aid to political 
parties, at least in the immediate post-conflict phase. By focusing instead in those early 
years on empowering and strengthening civic watch groups, investigative journalism and 
independent judiciary, all of which would play a role in controlling political parties, these 
democracy promotion organizations could perhaps stand to contribute positively, rather 
than adversely, to the overall democratization processes in countries such as BiH and 
Kosovo.  

                                                             
10 For more information, refer to Francis Fukuyama, Thomas Carothers, Edward D. Mansfield & Jack Snyder, Sheri 
Berman, “The Debate on ‘Sequencing’,” Journal of Democracy 18:3 (2007): 5 – 23. 




